PBPK Absorption Modeling of Food Effect and Bioequivalence in Fed State for Two Formulations with Crystalline and Amorphous Forms of BCS 2 Class Drug in Generic Drug Development.
Prediction of the effect of food on drug's pharmacokinetics using modeling and simulation could cause difficulties due to complex in vivo processes. A generic formulation with amorphous form of BCS 2 class drug substance was developed and compared in vitro and in vivo to the reference drug product with drug substance in crystalline form. In order to approve generic formulation, some regulatory agencies are requesting to perform bioequivalence (BE) studies also in fed state. Food can have various effects on drug dissolution and absorption, depending also on drug's properties. A physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) absorption model was built in GastroPlus™ to predict the food effect on generic and reference formulation and to predict the fed BE study outcome. During model development, we were searching for model inputs that impact and describe in vivo behavior of amorphous and crystalline forms of active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) in fast and fed conditions. The developed model was able to predict the food effect with up to 10% prediction error (PE). Performed virtual BE trials confirmed the BE of drug products in fed state. Our model was able to capture the difference between the two drug products containing different forms of API (amorphous and crystalline) and predict the food effect on both formulations.